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About This Game

In Primitive Survival you have to play for the survivor after the attack of the virus. You need to survive in every way in a hostile
world, to overcome various dangers: in addition to the zombies that will be hunting you, you need to find supplies of food and

water.

Collect resources, build a base, defend yourself against monsters, do everything to survive!

In Game:
- Open world;

- Search for various weapons, materials, resources, food, water and medicines;
- Food and water system;

- Craft system;
- Building system;

- Change of day / night;
- Counter of murders ...
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Title: Primitive Survival
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Primitive Studio
Publisher:
Primitive Studio
Release Date: 12 Jul, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, 7, 10

Processor: Intel Core 2 duo +

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: 1 GB

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 500 MB available space

English
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bad, death game. Buggy piece of software with a very unintuitive user-interface with some super old documentation to boot.

One of the guides was three years old now with one of the comments from three months ago asking if a bug with the skins
feature was being fixed. The dev said to look forward to Spriter Pro 2 and to not expect for a fix in this version (though it said it
should be free if you own Spriter Pro). The skins were really the only reason I got this in the first place, yet it's an unfinished
experimental feature. I haven't seen any info on Spriter 2 either.

Making prefabs of skinned sprites or in fact making prefabs in general seems to not exist in this at all as well. Performing
simple actions like joining bones, copying bones, copying sprites, copying keyframes, selecting keyframes, managing sprite
hierarchy, etc. are also very cumbersome to do. Working with the animation timeline especially is very tedious.

I really think it doesn't do anything well. I wish I had known to just get Spine instead.. A Very casual game where you eat
everything

Grow your little frog man into a planet.

This game made my son rage pretty bad so it's okay in my book :D. World Unknown is that wonderfully immersive classic game
from your childhood that when played today, you discover just how first-rate it really is.

Imagine the first town in NES Final Fantasy, except with an underground thieves network and mercenaries guild, a complex
backstory and flashbacks, fifty or more sprites to talk with, hidden books and items, a sly sailor and well-regulated city guards,
varying location-specific music, a tree of life and harbor that explain the town’s location, and a lot more.

With the achievements, collections menu, selectable characters, side quests, special targets, etc. this game offers deep
engagement into a world worth exploring.

An absolute steal at $10.. "Finally the most famous Budd Liner comes to Railworks" that was what was going through my head
as I clicked the purcase button. The California Zephyr is one of the most famous trains in the United States and even today it
still runs on the American Rail System. Today most of the Budd Cars are in the hands of Private Owners, but they are seen on a
lot of Excursions behind either a Steam Locomoitve like Norfolk and Western 611 or Nickle Plate Road 765 or they are see
behind the actual California Zephyr.

There are a few problems with this DLC. For instance the only passenger view is in the Dome Observation car. None of te other
cars have any passenger views. Another problem is the MARS Light doesn't work unless you use the included FP7 or F9. Fanilly
because of a licensing issue with the BNSF no one can get the CBQ set of the famous Zephyr. Not even people here in the
United States.

But even with these problems it is a very beautiful set. There are a ton of scenarios on the Steam Workshop as well as those
included in the set. It's a journey back in time where rail travel was luxurious and the sight of these stainless Steel cars would
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just send a chill down your spine. The locomotives are not the most interactive but the early F and E Units didn't have a lot of
features. This is a pretty realistic even without the CBQ set so it is worth a buy.. I bought this game at a huge discout, but I think
it is definitely worth the 7 dollars it costs. The one problem is that you have to activate something on your computer for the
game to run which is hard to find, but other than that, the gameplay is smooth, and the worlds are super fun.
Also there is a problem with mouse controls sometimes, so you have to exagerate your mouse movements for it to move. Don't
mess with the preset controls.. Sees trailer "This looks neat"
 plays the game "Nice"
 listen to music "Really nice"
 Battle system "great combat"
 Final thought "NOICE"

 My opinion "This is a really good or nice game to play and im been enjoying it for about 2 hours now"

 To everyone "If your bored and want to buy a $5.00 game on Steam i recommend buying this RPG for fun". This Game made
my wife divorce me!
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severe lag problems, the ping is very high.. wait until they fix the lag or more server near your region.. and expect many
graphical glitch ..

it has potential.. but i'll refund and wait until future progress. Relaxing and fun, recommended.. Father and daughter make a
game? Count me in. I was really excited to see the Zelda II style leveling system and battles. It felt really clean to me and I really
enjoyed exploring the world.

Pros
Branching story line encourages multiple play throughs.
Hand drawn styled characters.
Lots of rewards for exploring the world
Great references to other indie games
Shovel Knight reference

Cons
Encountered a couple of crashes. the game is allright ,but the moral thing is so dumb.
. Love everything about this game. The developers have done a great job especially with such a small team.

The only real downside is that the enemy diversity is a bit lacking, but I can't really harp on that when everything else is so damn
fun. Toppling a bridge out from underneath an army NEVER gets old.

I really want to see this game succeed. I think it does a lot of things right, and it has so much potential, especially since the devs
seem very actively listening and acting on feedback.
. To charge 12€ for a ghost & goblins ripoff that used to be freeware is ♥♥♥♥ing blasphemy. But since i only paid 1€ and it´s
a well made ripoff, i´ll recommend it if you´re a super horny retroplatformer nerd. Takes about 3-4 hours to complete.. What
the.... Another quick, easy game from Shaman Games. These are cute in small doses. Easy to finish in a few hours.
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